Introduction especially conscious of the deleterious effects of these developments on the sovereignty of government over commercial interests because he was from Ireland. His country had witnessed the erosion of the rights of its political institutions as it was asked to pay for British wars and the debts that financed them. Much of Swift's writing on Irish affairs attempted to make Ireland's populace aware of this problem and to manipulate public opinion in favor of preserving the sovereignty and effectiveness of Ireland's institutions.
In Swift's view, the defense of Ireland's constitutional rights and an effective critique of British imperialism required the creation of national print media. He sought to mobilize Irish writers, booksellers, and printers in the creation of a patriotic public sphere that would both facilitate political objectives and encourage the development of a domestic publishing industry. an account of Swift's engagement with the problems of Ireland, accordingly, is also a history of the emergence of the Irish book as a vehicle by which an Irish nation was formed and a means by which Irish identity came to exert political, commercial, and cultural influence. anglo-Irish literature, which Swift helped to found, was the central transformative category of the Irish book in this period. It contributed to the establishment of Dublin as the "second city" in english-language publishing, after London. 5 approaching the emergence of modern Irish identity and literature as the effect of resistance to the fiscal-military aspect of the British empire requires examining problems of cultural imperialism and literary nationalism alongside the material foundations of english colonial rule over the British Isles as a whole. By the time Swift was writing, Ireland's status in this empire had been contested for centuries, largely due to disputes over its wealth. as a kingdom constitutionally equal to england that was nonetheless treated as a colony, Ireland had long served as a revenue farm, paying for the armies and other expenses of english monarchs; indeed, that was the reason for its conquest by various forces from the twelfth century onward. 6 Further, when english control of Ireland was threatened by wars and rebellions associated with the Protestant Reformation in the seventeenth century, the soldiers who put down these disturbances and the creditors who financed their expeditions were paid with lands seized from rebels. During the Civil Wars of the 1640s and 1650s, for example, the english Parliament had passed the "adventurer's act," which authorized granting captured Irish lands to those who contributed to the war effort. after the conflicts of the 1690s, King William III gave property seized from Ireland's Catholic gentry-the Jacobitesto his most loyal Protestant soldiers. 7 These conflicts reestablished anglicanism as the official religion of the territories controlled by england. Seeding Ireland with loyalists to that religion and the government that it served helped guarantee that Irish tax revenues would be available to the fiscal-military state that King William was fostering. apportioning the property taken from the Jacobites required land surveys and a rationale for dividing the land among various grantees. as Mary Poovey has pointed out, William Petty, who had served in the english army in Ireland in the mid-seventeenth century, had already invented modern statistical economics-what he called "political arithmetick"-to legitimate previous property seizures, and his maps and methods were used in this latest allocation. 8 The practice of land seizure brought into being the first pillar of england's domination of Ireland throughout the long eighteenth century: the monopolization of land ownership and the rents that went with it, building an economic base. The second pillar was an ideological superstructure, in the form of religious discrimination: the Penal Laws designed to prevent Catholics from owning land, serving in government or education, and practicing their religion. This form of sectarian privilege thereby established the identity of the anglicans as the "anglo-Irish," a "curious hybrid, . . . conscious of themselves as a minority within a minority threatened almost as much by the growing strength of Presbyterianism as by the Catholic majority." 9 The economic dominance and ideological hegemony generated by these first two pillars-rendering Irish life in the colonial period as the product of a "gigantic experiment in primitive accumulation"-made possible the third pillar: state finance capitalism in the form of an Irish financial revolution. 10 The Irish financial revolution began in 1716, when a group of prominent anglo-Irishmen, who came to call themselves the "Protestant Interest," made a national security loan to the Irish Treasury to raise troops to fight an expected re-invasion by Jacobite exiles living in France. This public loan formed a political and economic community, what amounted to an informal republic based on the shared risk of mutual investment, in which each lender depended on the others for protection of existing property and future interest payments. That loan established Ireland's national debt-referred to by contemporaries as "the Debt of the nation"-as a "funded" obligation, meaning that the Irish Parliament promised to repay the creditors from money that the Irish Treasury received in taxes.
11
Because the Irish Parliament, like the subscribers to this fund, were composed of anglo-Irishmen only, this revenue legislation was a particularly colonialist instance of self-interested economic behavior. Many of the members of Parliament who were voting for these measures were the lenders themselves, and they were using their positions to appropriate the tax payments of the whole population.
12 as a long-term mortgaging of revenues, the "Debt of the nation" established the temporal basis for this group's national identity as the anglo-Irish "Protestant Interest"; the circularity of their status as both creditors and debtors to Ireland bound them together into a very small clique that would continue to dominate the kingdom of Ireland until 1829. That they excluded Catholics from this circle of investors reflects their fear that "papists" would reassert Jacobite control over the country, not only by profiting from investment in taxation, but also by influencing policy to make it possible for them to again become landed gentry and members of Parliament.
13 Those members of the Protestant Interest who controlled almost all private property and enterprise, through this mechanism, were enabled to claim a portion of the country's public revenues indefinitely. When, in 1720, the British Parliament passed the Declaratory act, a measure establishing Parliament's right to legislate for Ireland in matters of taxation, the Protestant Interest sensed a threat to their prerogative in public revenue matters and to their private investment in those revenues.
The Debt of the nation thus came to be the material basis for eighteenth-century anglo-Irish political thought, which, like British political theory in this period, drew from Continental discourse on republicanism and other forms of government. although politicians and investors did not know the technical terms for describing what they were doing when they formed the funded debt in 1716, George Berkeley, an eminent anglo-Irish philosopher, was able to give a name to it. In response to the sovereignty crisis provoked by the Declaratory act, an exploding debt resolution experiment called the South Sea Bubble, and a project to form an Irish national bank like the Bank of england, Berkeley was hired by the future earl of egmont in 1720 to do a study of different forms of banking in europe and their impact on political systems. Berkeley rejected the banks of amsterdam, Rotterdam, Hamburg, Stockholm, and Venice as examples of what had been constituted in Ireland in 1716, because they were banks of deposit. The anglo-Irish system, on the other hand, could be called a Monti, like those of Rome, Bologna, and Milan because it was not a bank where deposits were held but one established for income from future tax funds. The anglo-Irish community and fiscal system fit this definition because the Debt of the nation had been established for both war financing and investment in perpetual interest paid by taxes. There is evidence that contemporaries knew that the debt constituted a Monti in all but name and that only the interest, not the principal of the loan, was to be repaid. archbishop William King of Dublin, for example, wrote in 1725 that this "bank," which was really an imaginary entity holding stock in the Irish Treasury's revenue intake, was founded with £50,000 that "was a Debt contracted by a loan in 1715 and was not designed to be paid, only payment of the Interest provided for."
15 Because this form of loan had no scheduled repayment date nor a limit on the number of years that interest would be awarded, the interest returned would dwarf the principal more and more into perpetuity. Though there were attempts to pay off the principal, including during a 1753 dispute between the english and Irish Parliaments over who controlled that fund, outcomes of earlier debates over taking such a measure suggest that the majority of the subscribers and of Irish MPs opposed eradicating the national debt. The members of the Monti-the investors-were thus holding stock in the nation and the permanence of its future and would defend that exclusive benefit against all internal and external political, legal, financial, and cultural challenges to it.
The British Parliament attempted to take control of these funds, arguing that it had a constitutional right to them, and the members of the Monti responded by using the Dublin press to cultivate popular support for their legal claims. Though their primary motivation was private profit, they partook of a traditional public rhetoric in arguing the rights of the Irish Parliament to make laws for and to determine the taxation of Ireland. They were defending their own property and their status as elites, but that struggle also incorporated many in the subaltern majority who identified with anglo-Irish emotional appeals to economic resentment. The specific exigency that prompted Swift's recruitment and participation in this media campaign was the threat posed to anglo-Ireland's fiscal control by the bursting of the South Sea Bubble investment scheme and the British government's related inroads into Ireland's revenues in the 1720s, such as the Declaratory act.
16 If the anglo-Irish Swift can be credited with helping to cultivate a new nationalism in the following two decades, it was only because a distinct national identity, an "Irishness," underwrote the colonial appropriation of the traditional rights of sovereignty. a newly patriotic Irish press held the potential to protect leading citizens' investments in their national security in the form of the Debt of the nation. If the Irish popular imagination had to be mobilized to defend the Monti, friendly domestic print media organs were necessary for that task, and their production of works on Irish themes planted the seeds for a new market in anglo-Irish literature. This book tracks the management of the Monti during Swift's lifetime and details how concerns about Ireland's public finances were expressed in sovereignty discourse, public opinion, and cultural production in the medium of books and other printed matter.
The first arena of argument chosen for the Monti's publicity campaign was political economy, a discipline of study and genre of print that not only had broad appeal to a variety of people but also had the ability to foster the patriotic public it hailed as a national entity.
17 Because of Ireland's dire financial and commercial situation, there was a vast increase in the volume of pamphlets on economic matters published in the 1720s, "a corpus of writing," as L. M. Cullen points out, "due mainly to the con-troversies of that decade and the nascent economic nationalism and constitutional resentment that they fed on and in turn fed."
18 The hortatory force and ideology that united a range of genres in this economic pamphlet culture reflects a problem in the construction of Ireland as an entity: how to represent a community lacking the independent institutions that supply the standards of value necessary to produce a sovereign identity. If "in the eyes of contemporaries . . . economic development was subsidiary to political issues; not only subsidiary, but its achievement or negation a product of policy," then the problem of the loss of money to Britain due to trade restrictions and taxes, the subtext of this economic and constitutional debate, had to be resolved first in the realm of politics and public opinion.
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The issue of public opinion and its relationship to the public sphere in Irish studies has always been considered alongside economic problems, suggesting that Ireland provides an important case study of the connections between print culture, public opinion, and political economy. W. e. H. Lecky, in 1883, first observed that various anglo-Irish interests in Ireland had been invested in "the proper directing of public opinion" through interventions in press controversies when economic difficulties generated "strong local political feeling" threatening to those interests. Lecky called Swift the "creator of public opinion in Ireland" because his publications succeeded in redirecting popular resentment of the angloIrish landed class towards the British government, effectively forging a unified national Irish identity out of economic crises. 20 as R. B. McDowell argued, it was the anglo-Irish elite like Swift who shaped the opinions of the whole country: "everybody in Ireland was bound to be affected by the opinions, prejudices and principles with which the ruling and educated classes approached economic issues."
21
Manuscripts and printed matter from early-eighteenth-century Ireland, deploying terms such as "public spirit," document how economic discourse hailed readers, teaching them to believe that they were part of a larger patriotic community of shared financial interest and political sentiment. one writer, the earl of abercorn, linked the creation of public opinion to the maintenance of the interests of the Monti when he asked a correspondent to support a scheme to found a central bank that would manage the Debt of the nation, by appealing to his "publick Spirited Zeale." 22 abercorn suggested that if his friend participated in a project to found a national bank, he would become part of an elite public. abercorn referred only to the anglo-Irish "public," which, if not restricted to government creditors and subscribers to the debt, was at least limited to the gentlemen of estates who had the largest stake in finance. 23 Similarly, printed works invoked the existence and sentiments of an imagined Irish public. one pamphlet of 1738, Reflections and Resolutions for the Gentlemen of Ireland, thanks anglo-Irish economic writers in general for their patriotism: "It is true indeed, the Spirit you have shewn, and the Pains you have taken, this way, must seem needless and unnecessary" from the point of view of other countries, such as Britain. The pamphleteer suggested that "Some Gentlemen . . . were convinc'd, nothing but a good Degree of Public Spirit could preserve this Island from Destruction," a statement that indicates how central public opinion was to the defense of Ireland's right to govern its own economy. 24 The print campaign generated by the Monti in the years following the bursting of the South Sea Bubble defended anglo-Irish political and economic interests largely by using the local press to generate a form of nationalist opinion helpful in the assertion of Ireland's constitutional rights in public finance.
This commingling of political economy, public opinion, and print culture in eighteenth-century Ireland provides a colonial example of how writing and printing influenced the conceptualization of nations and the boundaries of fields of knowledge. according to Clifford Siskin, the rapid increase in the amount and variety of texts being published in eighteenth-century Britain had created a crisis in classification of works by genre and discipline. Because political economy had arisen as the "branch of philosophy which concerned itself explicitly with the regulation of growth," its concepts were uniquely suited to governing this burgeoning textuality. 25 This juncture in the history of the english-language book was "dedisciplinary," in the sense that old categories of and approaches to knowledge were no longer of use.
26 Political economy helped rediscipline the administration of published writing by the criteria of productivity, which required the invention of specialization: "disciplines made narrow could become deep and thus serve to induce and control the proliferation of writing and knowledge." 27 This led, for example, to the formation of academic subjects such as literary studies, which governed a distinct category of printed works and led to specialization in the study of that branch of knowledge.
28 Political economy's role in shaping new disciplines also contributed to the study of British national identity as a species of narrow, yet deep, textual history. 29 as Siskin has suggested, these political consequences can be viewed as the result of competition among national book markets: "The stage was also set for the entry of the printers and booksellers of Ireland and Scotland into a print world that had been dominated by London; print both proliferated and performed a new role in nation building." 30 Ireland's employment of political economic practice, because of its ability to form book markets and nations, formed the basis upon which its domestic printing industry could begin producing the idea of the Irish nation.
Because these cross-disciplinary features of market development and nation formation were inherent to the growth and management of a national print culture, the anglo-Irish challenge to Britain's hegemony in works of political economy was simultaneously an interrogation of British cultural production in general. British books imported into Ireland, regardless of whether they were nonfiction or literary titles, were not only affecting the political opinions of Irish readers but also influencing their tastes and values. By the eighteenth century, "print capitalism"-Benedict anderson's term for the relationship among the rise of vernacular print cultures in europe, the emergence of printing as a commercial force, and its nation-building effects-had created "Britishness" as a commodity that helped sell British books and a variety of other products and imperial policies. British identity, the product of print capitalism's formation of the "imagined community" of the British nation-state, threatened Irish political and economic interests by undermining the taste for the products of the Irish print industry, which were crucial to the dissemination of Irish nationalist public opinion. 31 Further, the British book trade had brought about a new, modern form of sovereignty, in that it had replaced an aesthetic focused on the overthrown divine-right monarchs, James II and his predecessors, with one that celebrated the nation-state as a broader, more diffuse and diverse community in which power was more evenly distributed. The nation-state, "limited" because it has "finite, if elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other nations," is "imagined as sovereign because the concept was born in an age in which enlightenment and Revolution were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm."
32 The literary and publishing histories of Britain, in anderson's view, were central in shaping the secular identity of the modern nation, constituting patriotic history, taste, and subjectivity within a national canon. In short, what the British book trade had formed was a "culture industry" that both produced nationalist ideology and advertised its books and other products, commodifying culture and art. 33 The culture industry was selling the "Britishness" expressed in english literature as a commodity, the possession and performance of which was an index of one's cultural capital, or literacy, in the hierarchical scheme of national taste that the British book was creating. 34 The study of print culture alone, however, cannot explain the relationship between publishing and finance explored in Swift's writings, a connection rendered more visible in recent new economic criticism by Patrick Brantlinger, James Thompson, Diedre Lynch, Sandra Sherman, Catherine Ingrassia, and Colin nicholson. according to these critics, the culture industry helped maintain "public credit"-the contemporary term for confidence in the national debt obligations represented by government bonds-by cultivating readers' desires for the lifestyles and scenarios depicted in works of fiction. These desires encouraged the forms of speculative investment necessary to persuade the marketplace of the state's solvency and ability to repay debt profitably. aesthetic products, particularly works that imagined the nation as the object of this desire, were necessary, explains Brantlinger, because "patriotism and nationalism underwrite public credit (and vice-versa) but also the nation-state's own facilitation of . . . the economy."
35 The fiscal-military state required both overt and subtle forms of propaganda to model itself as the force overseeing the market and guaranteeing its exchanges. British cultural capital in the form of literature supported state-sponsored finance capital and, by doing so, helped insure public credit and the state itself.
These new economic critics have contended that paper credit and national debt were as important in forging a British public sphere as literature and other species of printed materials. Brantlinger, for example, contends that national debts are "even more fundamental to the fictional or ideological creation and maintenance of the imagined communities of modern nation-states than . . . literary canons," but it is not likely that the fiscal-military state could have achieved hegemony without the simultaneous rise of a national aesthetic.
36 new economic studies of the rise of the novel, in particular, stress how that genre's invention of the domestic space of the home as the interior conscience of the nation helped to establish faith in the reproductivity of the family as the security on British Treasury bonds. In Thompson's view, the novel resolved doubts about such investment by serving "as an ideological regrounding of intrinsic value" in its depiction of "the home and companionate marriage" as instantiations of "real" worth, creating confidence that new generations of taxpayers would be available to pay off those bonds. 37 For Sherman, however, novels were important because they accustomed readers to the idea that such a payoff might never occur. Investment in "undifferentiated tokens of epistemological opacity," such as books and paper credit, helped create faith in a society in which the purely nominal essences of cultural capital and financial equity were replacing ontological value and in which the success of individuals required highly chameleonlike selffashioning. 38 Similarly, Lynch suggests that paper money and the characters of some of these novels were "flat" or "faceless" fictional entities that circulated throughout eighteenth-century Britain, generating a transparent zone of credit and an affective nation of sympathy, respectively. Yet, these economic and emotional effects are not heuristically separable, for they build community through the same process of circulation and appropriation, and "collect the characters of experience" for the reader of both credit texts and fiction. 39 What Lynch refers to as the "double character of money" as both "material" and "abstractly representative" applies to wealth and emotions in the same way, as both capital and affect must shed their particular properties-their materiality-in order to become transferable and communicable forms. 40 Ingrassia, however, has taken a different stance, arguing that the proliferating textuality of money and literature provokes a search for a limiting principle such as authorship to determine meaning and assign value. The novelist eliza Haywood, for example, benefited from having a "distinct authorial persona," demonstrating that a woman could not only succeed in print culture but could also design plots portraying female characters who advanced in the world of finance.
41 For Ingrassia, the english financial revolution was beneficial, providing new opportunities for the empowerment of women, the middle classes, and others who did not possess land or hereditary titles to it.
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Colin nicholson is one of the few new economic critics to address the english financial revolution's impact on Swift's writing, and then only in regards to his english works. nicholson says that the defense of "real" property, meaning land, and its proprietors by Swift was predicated on his knowledge that the "real" had already been mobilized and made "imaginary" and discursive by the market forces of public credit and the print culture supporting them. He proves this point by establishing that Swift, traditionally regarded as a reactionary for his public statements against public credit and the professional writers who created a culture amenable to it, was privately investing in those very Bank of england stocks and funds while personally owning no land himself. nicholson contends that, as paper credit was helping Britain develop an imagined community in the early eighteenth century, Swift was becoming aware that British subjectivity was being formed by print; he was developing a recognition "that writing does not simply translate systems of domination, but becomes itself a location of power and of resistance to it." 43 Swift's satires were a way of manipulating that highly abstract and formal culture of writing in order to undermine the transparency of the British public sphere and to make readers think more skeptically about that writing. nicholson says that these satires were meant to suggest that value did not inhere in written discourse alone but also in immanent, nonrepresentational presences that were elsewhere. Given the discrepancy between Swift's public statements against public credit and his private investments in it, the ideology of real property that he promoted in satire can be taken as precisely that-an ideological and nostalgic gesture as opposed to a practical conviction in a material reality. This nostalgia, expressed in satire that worked to underwrite confidence in the marketplace, aesthetically effected the impression that a reserve of "real" property and of being existed for which the paper notes of exchange linked to public credit were ultimately redeemable. Public credit seemed to require a presence beyond discourse-an identity-to substantiate its "imaginary" value. In short, nicholson suggests that the British identity being generated in english print culture became a target of Swift's critique because it was that identity that was ideologically supporting the fiscal-military state. Paradoxically, however, Swift contributed to the reification of that culture, by publishing in London and participating in it, though as a publicist for the Tory opposition. Swift's denigration of the english book, for nicholson, is therefore problematic. By producing skepticism about the cultural production of the fiscal-military state, Swift intimated that there was an alternative British identity-one espoused by his Tory allies-that was nonetheless complicit in that ideological support. Though his strategy of using satire to underwrite that alternative and its financial function is also central to an understanding of his later writings, nicholson has not examined how that strategy worked in the Irish colonial context in which Swift spent the second half of his life.
The study of the eighteenth-century anglo-Irish critique of the British culture industry, I argue, presents the opportunity to expand the new economic criticism expressed by nicholson and others, by lending it a postcolonial dimension that accounts for how the financial needs of the fiscal-military state affected colonial discourse. Simultaneously, it opens a path to interventions in theory, by revealing that the problems of race, gender, and nation that postcolonial studies explores are deeply entangled with the financial objectives of empire and the cultural production that helped achieve those objectives. This book should also inform Irish studies by linking the rise of a national Irish print culture to the fiscal consequences of colonialism, locating the beginnings of modern angloIrish literature in Swift's resistance to the fiscal-military state. Swift hated war, conquest, and colonial oppression, as edward Said has written, and he transformed himself from an english traditional intellectual into an Irish organic intellectual via this very discourse on Ireland's status within the empire, using the press to articulate this resistance.
44 By investigating the relationship of cultural distinction to political independence, I hope not only to contribute to the scholarship on literary nationalism but also to intervene in a topos of central importance to postcolonial critics: the meaning of sovereignty. as Robert Phiddian has written, when reading Swift's Irish satires it is hard not to see that national debt and the financiers to whom it is owed still compel nation-states to sponsor wars and make economic policies not in their best interests, a problem that has tempted some postcolonialists to reclassify their work as "World Bank literature."
45 Unlike postcolonial nation-states, however, eighteenth-century Ireland had domestic, not foreign, creditors, and the real obstacles to its fiscal control were British political institutions that were attempting to claim its revenues. Ireland's leaders were in an enviable position to check such coercion, and Swift took it upon himself to remind them of the sovereignty implications of their decisions about taxation, revenue, and debt repayment. This book, accordingly, intervenes in the new economic criticism by extending its critique to the problem of empire, asking how British cultural production was underwritten by colonials and imitated by them for their own nationalist projects. In doing so, this book models the new economic criticism's potential to step beyond postcolonial and Marxist criticism and imagines how political and cultural concerns may be linked to economic analysis. It makes this claim on the basis of early modern political philosophy, some of which established that language and money were considered homologous representations of state authority. 46 as Jean-Joseph Goux has explained, in the early modern period, precious metals had come to serve as the "general equivalent" for all values, and this development required an ideology of political thought in which monarchy would guarantee this homology. 47 The person of the king or queen organized the "isomorphic" unity of the state's responsibilities in the arenas of law enforcement, fiscal control, regulation of public opinion, and the biological reproduction of the guarantor of the social contract in the form of a legitimate heir. 48 Jean Bodin, a sixteenth-century French philosopher, consolidated this theory in Six Books of the Commonwealth, which established the importance of censorship in regulating that isomorphism and that, in Jotham Parsons' words, "money was the embodiment as much as the creation of the law" given and executed by the monarch. 49 The early modern sovereign had a moral obligation and political incentive to maintain a sound currency: "Successfully causing a coin to circulate at a fixed value was therefore the success of the state, and a failure to do so was a threat to the state. . . . If the money was defaced or devalued, so was the prince himself." 50 In this formulation, the linguistic sign, as expressed in the media, censorship, and publicity, secured the value of currency by promoting the reputation of the state and the legitimacy of its constitutional functions. Controlling signification was a necessity if the state was to guarantee the transparency of all contracts, public and private, with a sound legal tender. The indivisibility of these aspects of sovereignty was highly rarified in the eyes of dispossessed colonials like Swift, who saw how the British fiscal-military state substituted an abstract commodity-national identity circulated in literature-for the material resources it needed for its wars. a postcolonial new economic criticism renders visible that the Irish financial revolution was like the english one in that it, too, gave rise to a national print culture, one that, in Ireland's case, sought to secure confidence in the fiscal and political potential of the Monti. Ireland's debt was the economic foundation of the ideology of anglo-Irish Protestant nationalism. The anglo-Irish colonial caste, a hybrid entity caught between the natives it governed and the metropolis to which it was subject, soon learned to adopt the empire's homologies of finance, language, and law to protect its investments and claim its parliament's right to regulate Ireland's economy. The Monti encouraged the Dublin press to produce domestic cultural capital that would sow the seeds for regional fiscal independence. I argue that Swift, though he continued to publish some of his works with London presses, attempted to motivate Irish printers and booksellers to disseminate the idea of "Irishness" in domestic fiction and nonfiction. By doing so, he hoped to encourage Irish readers to consume the work of Irish writers and thereby value their regional culture in a way that would support the Monti and, by extension, the independence and health of the whole domestic economy.
Ireland's use of the press to provide an imaginative foundation for the economy resolved a problem of value then being debated: whether money was intrinsically valuable (having a material value rooted in its gold or silver metallic content) or nominally valuable (having an abstract value agreed upon by habit and convention). as Thompson has argued, the eighteenth century, because it witnessed an increasing use of paper money, was the moment when the nominalist argument eclipsed the intrinsic argument. "The cultural work of this period revolves around the transition from real to nominal value in semiology and in economics; Horkeimer and adorno characterize the enlightenment as 'a nominalist movement.' Indeed, economics could be described as the theorization of nominal value-its essential stock in trade." 51 accordingly, print culture, in the genres of both political economy and literature, was harnessed to create models of value that could populate this immaterial universe of absent ontology with fictional presences, and these models and fictions became what was real. Symbolizing the value of a unit of currency by the stamp of the sovereign-a representation of the political consensus and social contract required to standardize measurement in the new nominalist era-may have been more important than the materials out of which that unit was made. "Rethinking the materiality of currency is, of course, related to changing attitudes toward paper and the question of the authorizing stamp. The importance of the authorizing stamp grows as materiality diminishes in importance." 52 The sovereignty represented by the stamp, accordingly, was what supplied currency with value. Imagining that sovereignty through print-stamping pieces of paper with symbols indicating that they were money or literature-became crucial to sustaining that value. The formation of a national imagined community through print capitalism was of great political and economic necessity, therefore, not only because it generated ideological support for the fiscal-military state but because it gave meaning to the medium of exchange in which that state's income was measured.
Swift knew that he was living in a new monetary era and had believed for some time that even silver and gold coins were only nominally valuable. as a clergyman, he saw how the value of his church's land had depreciated over the years. His "ancient fear of inflation" is articulated in Some Arguments Against Enlarging the Power of Bishops, In Letting of Leases, published in 1723 in response to the Irish Parliament's act for the Preservation of the Inheritance, Rights, and Profits of Lands belonging to the Church and Persons ecclesiastical. 53 To combat inflation, Swift's pamphlet made the case that the church's leases should be shorter so that rents could be raised as money depreciates: "He showed how unfair it was to fix ecclesiastical incomes in terms of money, seeing that the purchasing power of gold and silver fell unceasingly."
54 The angloIrish intelligentsia, many of whom were landlords also suffering from devaluation of their rents, seemed to share this view that the age of silver and gold's inherent value had passed, especially after the bursting of the South Sea investment bubble had drained both Britain and Ireland of coin. although Swift's pamphlet was a reaction against the attempts of lay landlords to transfer the costs of inflation to the church, it does reflect the sense, which he shared with them, that the reality of value now lay in the imagination, suggesting that contemporaries were beginning to understand the relationship of imaginative literature to sovereignty and currency.
This enlightenment epiphany, also taking place in Britain and other european countries, is particularly visible in the early-eighteenth-century Irish context due to the decolonizing threat that it posed; severing the Irish culture industry from the British one for reasons of currency control had political and economic ramifications for the integrity of the empire. The third and fourth decades of the eighteenth century are the period when a modern national literature rose in Ireland, because the bursting of the South Sea investment scheme in 1720 marks the moment of transition to an era of nominally valuable money in British society. Ireland's investors, even before the crash, had become accustomed to regarding money thus because the currency circulating in their country was an odd assortment of mostly French, Spanish, and Portuguese coins of uncertain value. Therefore, they were in a unique position to understand the relationship of culture to money. as Dipesh Chakrabarty has written, it is precisely this colonial species of monetary practice that forms the economic basis for alternatives to historical constructions of culture in more developed nations, and Ireland's traditional linkage of currency's value to the imagination enabled it to react to the crash with a publication-based recovery plan.
55 only a patriotic press could effectively bail out Ireland's national economy, so members of the Monti risked both public and private funds to sponsor the writers and publishers who helped create a new Irish culture industry.
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The history of political and economic developments in Swift's era must consequently be understood through the study of this nationalist appropriation of the printing press. Media critique of this kind, as Leah Price has argued, has evolved into "a discipline that owns up to a raft of aliases: book history, print culture, media studies, textual scholarship," all of which have been fueled by a renewed interest in historical bibliography and the materiality of texts.
57 This methodology, now generally known as "the history of the book," has been pioneered by Robert Darnton. His research has shown that eighteenth-century readers regarded books not just as conveyers of information but as physical objects possessing value in their own right due to their very raw materials: "the material quality of the book mattered as much as its intellectual content." Readers "paid attention to the stuff of literature as well as its message," taking an interest in the quality of the paper, type, spacing, layout, binding, and cost. 58 as adrian Johns and Lisa Maruca have written, the history of the book attempts to defamiliarize us from our current approach to printed texts as transparent mediators of meaning and to recover this earlier appreciation of how such material details worked to construct faith in books' messages. 59 The early modern period witnessed the attempt to legitimate the printed book through standardized reproduction leading to the fixity of a text-the construction of a book that is typographically identical in every copy-and its dissemination in a manner that created confidence in its contents.
60 By seeking to know "how publishers drew up contracts, editors handled copy, printers recruited workers, and booksellers pitched sales talk," the history of the book demonstrates that "the business of book historians is business history."
61 In short, this methodology focuses on authorship, reading, and publishing in order to establish how books were packaged to influence public opinion, a task that Darnton deems a necessary prerequisite for any theoretical assessment of the politics of the text in its contexts.
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This book, however, focuses less on the materiality of texts and more on what Roger Chartier has called the "cultural uses" of the book trade, taking a more theoretically synthetic approach that links culture to political and economic concerns via the study of "systems of representation and the acts the systems generate." 63 In doing so, it echoes Swift's own skepticism of the truth claims of the British print media of his period, a skepticism that challenges literalism with allegory. as everett Zimmerman writes, for Swift, "literalization, in its ultimate 'lettoral' sense, is returning the book to its status as a physical object, and allegorization ultimately implies replacing the book with a meaning." 64 allegories such as A Tale of a Tub, The Battle of the Books, and Gulliver's Travels, as well as many of Swift's Irish-published works, continually ask their readers not to take books at face value but to supply meaning in a manner that questions the fixity of the text. Indeed, as I argue in Chapter 3, Swift's Irish scatological satires sought the "reduction of books to the materials of which they are made" in order to highlight their disposability, an act that simultaneously privileges the activity of the reader. 65 Consequently, his advocacy for and participation in the Dublin publishing industry, though effective in producing a national forum for the assertion of Irish public opinion, were ambivalent. even as he critiqued British books and encouraged the production of Irish ones, he called attention to how the value of both, as modern texts in the age of the rise of nationalism, could be reduced to their literal components in a manner that makes us rethink the history of the book's focus on the materiality of the text. In short, Swift encouraged the productions of Ireland's book craftsmen not because he attributed great value to nationalist books as physical commodities but because he regarded them as necessary in an era when Irish public opinion needed to be won over.
This book argues that Dublin printers in Swift's period were encouraged to cultivate a supply of patriotic, Irish-made books and, by extension, a distinctly anglo-Irish standard of taste. It adopts and extends Mary Pollard's argument that the largest portion of books produced in Ireland were targeted at and sold to Irish readers. 66 Though a great deal of what was consumed by those readers consisted of reissues of London publications, this very profitable reprint trade supported the production of plenty of original domestic works for national political purposes. This is not to say that Ireland's most talented writers were always publishing at home; Britain provided many of the works, including ones by those authors that the Dublin book trade reprinted. 67 Rather, it is to assert that Ireland had many advantages in the business, including the absence of a copyright law, lower taxes on paper for printing and leather for binding, and lower wages for printing house employees-advantages that helped Irish publishers rival London in sales and in the battle of ideas and opinions.
68
In this work I consider political satire as the foundational means of literary expression by which domestic imagined communities such as Ireland's were formed. Political satire can inhabit ideologies and their generic conventions like a virus, and it infers the existence of opposing normative, nationalist assumptions to which its audience should subscribe. 69 Particularly in its parodic mode, satire clears space in the book market, creating room for sometimes explicit, and sometimes immanent, alternatives to the authority inscribed in the host texts. It thereby attempts to incorporate readers into a single body, a strategy crucial both for the propagation of fictions of national unity and for the circulation of the reputations of the writer, the publisher, and the category of literature itself. Because of this universalism, satire, like currency, is a text without a particularity or an identity of its own and cannot properly be classified as a genre. nonetheless, this lack of qualities makes it the genre of genres. Like money, the fetish form of capital that bears no trace of the origins of its value, satire is the fetish form of textuality, creating space for literature to enter as its own species of print. as Swift's writing at-tests, satire thereby served as the prerequisite for the rise of anticolonial national literary canons, carving textual and political territory out of hegemonic cultural and administrative imperial apparatuses.
The traditional view of Swift's satire is that irony is its main formal effect, forcing readers to see the gap between the satire's text and its subtext. John Bullitt, for example, argued that Swift's central strategy was one of "dissimulation: the ironist appears to say or to be one thing while making it apparent to his audience that he means or is something quite different." often, this effect is generated by the interplay of two voices, that of the narrator, which is received first in the literal reading of the text, and that of the "detached" author, who can be seen to be using the narrator's voice as a mask, parodying it and, by extension, the attitudes expressed in the literal text.
70 according to Wayne Booth, the contrast between these voices is usually perfect enough to be classified as "stable irony." This form has four qualities: it is intentional and not unconscious; it is in possession of a covert meaning that the reader can unveil; this meaning is fixed or limited in that no further exegesis is necessary after its realization; and the form is finite in that this closure confines interpretation to the narrow issue at hand and not "broad subjects." Swift's A Modest Proposal, the best-known of his Irish satires and therefore often the one taken to represent them all, has been dubbed the "finest of all ironic satires" and the preeminent example of stable irony in the english language because it so well fits this definition. The stability is generated by the balanced interplay between its two speakers-the motion between "the true, angry but rational voice describing Ireland's woes" (Swift) and "the mad, almost cheerfully 'rational' voice describing the remedy" (the narrator). This effect enables the reader to unveil the message-that Swift is registering his rage about the exploitation of the Irish and the way they are spoken about-in a manner that "makes a kind of finished sense as a whole," closing off other interpretive possibilities and limiting the subject to the state of the Irish poor.
71 A Modest Proposal is therefore an example of how Swift savagely attacked complacency by mimicking its modes of expression. as F. R. Leavis wrote, Swift's "ironic detachment is of such a kind as to reassure us that this savage exhibition is mainly a game," in which the author demonstrates the constructedness of the texts and attitudes being satirized.
72
I depart from tradition by contending that the irony of Swift's Irish writings sits within a larger allegorical framework that, while defying definitive interpretation by some audiences, enables other readers to receive them as ironic. By arguing that most of these works make use of metaphors for the print trade-what Michael Treadwell has called the "book trade jokes" in which Swift had been engaged since his early work with publishers and printers in London-I suggest that these metaphors are continuous enough to be regarded as an allegory for national cultural production.
73 This book also reclassifies many works as ironic that hitherto have been regarded as straightforward patriotic pamphlets about Ireland's economic grievances. Swift's Irish works, in this view, give rise to a "national allegory," a particularly colonial and postcolonial mode of writing and reception within which irony is made available as an interpretive option. If, as Booth claimed, there is a "reciprocal effect of irony on its context and context on perception of irony," the historical situation of colonialism in Ireland and the censorship associated with it provided the conditions for a form of allegorical communication that made irony perceivable. A Modest Proposal, for example, cannot be taken as an ironic text without at least a minimal knowledge of the contexts that supply it with the covert allegorical meaning in which that irony is at play: "without the assumption . . . that conditions were in fact intolerable in Ireland, the essay will lose much of its meaning and power." 74 Swift's Dublin corpus, I argue, can be taken as both a literal advocacy on behalf of Ireland's trade in wool and other commodities and an allegorical commentary on the necessity of cultivating a domestic culture industry. Particular narratives within developing nations' material cultures, I contend, must be understood as "conscious and overt" attempts to construct more general narratives of history and identity for the nation.
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They are received as such, however, primarily by other participants in the business of cultural production in those developing nations, the readers most capable of understanding the metaphors. Understanding the covert narrative is a prerequisite to appreciating the irony within the satiric metatextual printed work. Dublin's writers, printers, and booksellers, for example, would be a target audience for this supplemental meaning, for they could process a political tract on the bad state of Ireland's textile industry, as I argue in Chapter 1, as a discourse on the difficult work-ing conditions for colonial publishers under British rule. There is evidence to suggest that a work like A Proposal for the Universal Use of Irish Manufacture was read by Dublin cultural workers both literally, as an essay advocating the easing of trade restrictions against Irish wool, and as an allegorical text promoting the Irish book trade, which is apparent in documents that note its discourse on "weaving" to be a metaphor for "writing." Because "the concept of national allegory introduces a model for a properly materialist approach to postcolonial texts and contexts," and what it "names are the conditions of possibility of metacommentary," "national allegory" is an appropriate term for understanding Swift's metaphors for the material culture of the Irish book. 76 The process of reading these works, accordingly, is one in which "the preceding satiric text is itself retroactively transformed" into national allegory by the reader, who understands that the ironic gap between what it says and what it means is itself a reference to the absence of the national narrative that it is asking him or her to help create. which he believes is expressible only as the literal and univocal." 80 When we approach Swift's Irish works without being aware of their potential for satiric allegory, we fall into the same modern literal-mindedness for which Gulliver stands as the ridiculous example.
Given that Gulliver's Travels was written in the same period as the most significant of Swift's Dublin publications, it is not likely that Swift was averse to his works' being read as allegories of print nationalism. as Irvin ehrenpreis observed of Swift's political satires in this period, they follow a formula that begins with a "large allegorical image" incorporating ironic contrasts between virtue and vice in character and policy. 81 For example, M. B. Drapier, the narrator of the Drapier's Letters, is an allegorical figure for the typical Dublin textile merchant, and it is through his voice that we are presented with irony: "The drapier is biographically distinguished from Swift, but he controls the ironies of the letters, and he shows his awareness of the evils that he describes rather than his implication in, or obfuscation of, them." 82 as I discuss in Chapter 4, because textiles had been used by Swift and others as metaphors for texts at least since the printing of A Proposal for the Universal Use of Irish Manufacture, M. B. Drapier can further be seen not only as a textile merchant, but also as an allegorical figure for a bookseller or printer. The irony of Swift's Irish satires, in this view, is produced via this continuous metacommentary on Ireland's economy, which refocuses attention away from issues of trade and currency and towards the potentiality of the national print culture that could facilitate that economy and resolve those issues.
Works like the Drapier's Letters subsume the arguments of various anglo-Irish political economists into one sovereign national opinion and, by doing so, make the case that the creation of a more universal "Irishness" through a rising colonial literary sphere was crucial to the formation of a distinct Irish economy. These works ideologically underwrote Ireland's "Debt of the nation" and the taxation of the poor that serviced its creditors, the Monti. Swift recognized that only the new secular discourse of political economy had the potential to universalize the interests of these investors with those of the recently conquered Catholics, Dissenting Protestants, and other constituencies. His advocacy on issues concerning trade and currency hailed the country's diverse demographic groups as a unified colonial public that should oppose any obstacles compromising payments to these lenders. These acts of ventriloquism, even as they forged a modern political nation, also gave rise to a sphere of anglo-Irish literature that has been profitable to printers ever since. The broader implications of this study are that markets in national and ethnic literatures, like satire itself, may be parasitical on serious political controversy. Swift may have invented a political public sphere in his works of the 1720s, but in the 1730s and beyond that sphere's "Irishness" was a platform for anglo-Irish writers, who imitated his style, but not necessarily his political seriousness, in more strictly literary works. If "anglo-Irish writing does not begin with Swift, but anglo-Irish literature does," as Seamus Deane declares, it is because Swift's manipulation of "the Irish art of controversy" led to sales that supported the growth of Dublin's printing industry and the birth of a national canon of which he is the founding figure. 83 This book's thesis-that Swift was advocating on behalf of the Dublin book trade both to increase its prosperity and to achieve political goalsis not without its problems. The fact is that even after publishing his collected works with the Dublin printer George Faulkner, he continued to publish some of his writings with London booksellers. also, Faulkner and others continued to partner with London printers, like William Bowyer, after Swift's death. Swift's continuing, though diminishing, role in the London book market nonetheless coexisted with his helping to form a book market in Dublin, partly by critiquing London print culture from within. It must be acknowledged that the patriot discourse that Swift seeded mobilized domestic printers for the production of the distinct "Irish" identity necessary for securing a provincial symbolic order of value. 84 Value, from Swift's provincial point of view, had to be modeled in Ireland's arts before it could be lived as political agency and economic prosperity, and encouraging Dublin's publishers to cultivate local talent was fundamental to this process. an Irish republic of letters and Irish decorum were necessary to produce domestic control of law and the flow of capital. I therefore suspect that the objective envisioned by the creators of modern anglo-Irish literature was the support of the Monti. eighteenth-century Ireland thus serves as a location for the emergence of an alternative modernity, one forged out of provincial resistance to the economics and culture of the fiscal-military state. Swift, by resisting the colonial consequences of the english financial revolution in the name of an Irish one, asserted a provincial modernity specifically focused against the development of the British empire and culture industry. The transformation in the history of the Irish book and its modernization during his lifetime, accordingly, was largely owing to his advocacy of fiscal control and cultural autonomy in his Irish works.
